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A Conveyor is used for a wide range of business applications. They are predominantly used to
move goods and material from one place to another within the same business premises. Use of
conveyor in your business operations not only helps in reducing human labor but it also helps in
enhancing the overall efficiency levels of your business enterprise. There is a variety of conveyor
equipment available in the market place. Each equipment piece is designed to handle a specific
need related to your business.  These systems are so flexible that you can install them anywhere on
your shop floor or warehouse.

Top Quality Conveyor Equipment

At Gi3.ca conveyors are designed and built by using only high quality conveyor parts. These parts
can be purchased directly from Gi3 or from any of the authorized distributors. If you have conveyor
equipment that requires a spare part then Gi3 can help you find the right replacement. The
replacement equipment and parts we offer quite often outlasts its own lifespan. This just reinforces
the companyâ€™s belief in providing only top quality components and parts for your conveyor.

Common Conveyor Equipment

Some of the common conveyor equipment includes conveyor belting, break rollers, chains and
sprockets, controls and drives, conveyor roller bearings, leg supports, side rails, roller sleeves and
covers. Let us understand for what these equipment and parts used for.  For instance, if you want to
replace your conveyor belts, Gi3 will replace it with a belt that is most suited for your business
purposes. The belts are designed to last for a long time and also provide greater friction. If you are
in the food manufacturing business then the plastic modular belts we offer may be a very good
option as they are available in different materials and also come in a variety of styles and thickness.

The other Conveyor Parts include chains and sprockets. At Gi3 you can find a wide range of chains
and sprockets for your conveyors. These include FF High Speed Double Plus or roller Chains, FF
same Speed Chains, General Use SP Chains, LP Corrosion Resistant Chains and LP General Use
Chains. Likewise, you have Double Plus Sprocket and Lock Sprockets. Again these are of the
highest quality and can be compared to the best of OEM products available in the market place.

Choosing a Conveyor from Gi3

At Gi3 you have a wide selection of conveyors to choose from. Whether you require a standard
Conveyor or a customized one, you can find them all here. A team of highly skilled designers and
engineers can help you with choosing the most suitable conveyor for your business. Contact for a
Quote Today!
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Gi3 provide conveyor equipment solutions. Find Affordable Conveyor Equipment and parts from
Gi3.ca by the Specialist Company in Canada. We provide a Conveyor Equipment at very affordable
price. Contact us at Phone: 905-802-4520, 1-877-361-9743 Toll Free.
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